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Out line of my research 

1. Learning Atomic physics and Multi Channel method 
(by R-matrix theory)

~Single electron and Single atom~

2. Training for Multiple Scattering theory and programing by Fortran 
~Multi Atoms~

3. Training numerical analysis for solving the differential equation 
~For Realization of  MCMS~

4. Future tasks 

1. Multi Channel          2. Multiple Scattering        3. Numerical Analysis         4. future tasks



1. Multi Channel  2. Multiple Scattering        3. Numerical Analysis         4. future tasks 

1. single electron - single atom scattering 



Introduction to R-matrix theory 

Atomic / ionic 
target

Strong interactions 
Between all 

electrons  

Collisional electron

𝑒"

Inner region Outer region
One collision electron far 
from atomic target

No exchange with target 
electrons 

Multichannel 
Potential scattering

Match solutions from inner region and outer region 
with R-matrix (inverse log-derivative of solutions) to 

obtain phase shifts and cross sections



Computational results of  R-matrix method 
for electron - H



electron - 𝐶$% scattering 

Schematic image of the channels change



Computational results of  R-matrix method 
for electron - 𝐶$%



By computing the cross section for each channel 
→ we can see regularity





Table ;



Characterization the resonance peaks with partial wave 
results by help of  Quantum Defect Theory. 



2. Learning Multiple Scattering & Fortran 

Using the renormalization method,

we developed the code.

“Simple renormalization schemes for scattering series expansion"

-- Introduce the renormalization method 

-- Results of  the calculation compared with 
Matrix Inversion (direct calculation)

1. Multi Channel          2. Multiple Scattering 3. Numerical Analysis         4. future tasks 



Our motivation 

[1] D. Sébilleau, K. Hatada, H. Ebert, 
“Multiple Scattering Theory”, Springer Proceedings in Physics 204, Springer (2018). 



Introduction to the renormalization method 

[2] K. B. Janiszowski, Int. J. Appl. Math. 
Comput. Sci. 13, 199 (2003). 



Key for better convergence 
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w-renormalized series expansion

Values of the spectral radius of renormalized 
matrix for different values of  the 
renormalization parameter ω ( Cu(111) 50 
atom case). [3] 

[3] D. Sébilleau, K. Hatada, H. -F. Zhao, C. R. Natoli e-J. Surf. Sci. Nanotech 10, 599-608 (2012).



Results for Cu(111) 50 atom cluster , Kinetic energy: 10eV 
found min. spectral radius

• Our results suggest the renormalization 2 methods work well when Taylor like 
series expansion does not converge (low energy region) for Cu.

• We found the best value of 𝜔 empirically.
→ We should establish a relationship  between the spectral radius and 𝜔.



1. Multi Channel          2. Multiple Scattering        3. Numerical Analysis 4. future tasks 

Using numerical analysis Runge Kutta 4th order method
Numerov method 

Started from Schrödinger equation 
--- without any potential 
--- Coulomb potential 

Our ultimate goal is solving this equation 

D. Sébilleau, K. Hatada, H. Ebert, 
“Multiple Scattering Theory”, Springer Proceedings in Physics 204, Springer (2018). 

3. Training numerical analysis 
for solving the differential equation 

{

Compared with exact solutions
--- Implement against the numerical errors 
--- How to decide the grid 



4. Future tasks for realizing MCMS

1. Multi Channel          2. Multiple Scattering        3. Numerical Analysis         4. future tasks

(・For the renormalization method,
We should establish a relationship  between the spectral radius and 𝜔)

・Applying the numerical analysis to more complicated cases 
-- the other potentials, especially multi-channel potential 
-- the boundary conditions for multichannel wave function

・Learning the solid state physics,
extend the theory for non-single atom cases by multiple-scattering theory 



Thank you for your attention


